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THE SIREN
What’s happening? Us pleased to say ‘us not 
lock up…yet!’ The last few weeks has been 
hectic, to say the least. Never mind, let’s 
all say…onwards & upwards. It’s common 
on island when folk shout out… “hey, how 
you doin’?” We grin and 
nearly always reply, “Us 
alright!” Some of the time, 
us not alright and we know 
there’s plenty people 
out there struggling with 
all the changes such as 
prices going up, things not 
available, freight stuck in 
Johannesburg. How many 
of us have a car part 
we waitin’ on for three 
months or more? Why is 
it all doom & gloom, week 
in and week out? IT’S 
NOT ALL DOOM!! Scruffy 
August wasn’t so scruffy, 
I told you it was scruffy 
July this year. The whole 
planet weather systems 
are gradually changing. At 
least things is drying up a 
wee bit, and the ambient 
temperature is creeping 
up. I don’t get that electric 
shock from the cold water 
quite so much, when I 
brush my teef’ as things 
warm up, it’s a little lighter 
at 6.00am when us trek 
off to work, which means 
I don’t fall down the steps 
and I can find the right key 
to the car a bit quicker. 

The constant drizzle has stopped, means 
I can actually start driving without wipin’ 
down the specs.

The general vibe is that tourists might 
actually start gracing these sleepy shores 
sometime soon…what, a plane a week will 
mean there’s no excuses, let’s see them 
wings bending under the strain of full planes. 
I loved Darrin Henry’s letter last week, 
(sorry about missin’ it Darrin’) it brought to 
our attention how poorly we are advertised 
in the global tourist world. Inaccurate info 
on YouTube and so on. Personally, I reckon 
there should be weekly adverts for the 
amazing fishing & diving experiences in 
the top international magazines which are 

published monthly. When 
thinking about diving and 
fishing holidays, people 
will pay big bucks for a 
unique once in a lifetime 
experience with virtually 
a guarantee of success 
when it comes to bending 
rods and water clarity.

How about offering a 
package deal, if you 
love fishing & diving you 
probably love a bit of 
extreme hiking.

It certainly wouldn’t cost 
that much to run a series 
of well-made adverts in 
publications which would 
really sell the island to 
people who would enjoy 
what it has to offer, after 
all…how many Napoleon 
fans under the age of 60 
are there? No matter who, 
what where or why, if you 
see a tourist, give ‘em 
a smile and say… “ HEY, 
HOW YOU DOIN?”

Till next week…..miggies 
up, us call it George!

From the Editor
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Whilst I was having my weekly yarn with The Legless 
Mechanic, he brought to my attention a story about an 
American. He said this fella been on island for a few days and 
was a bit wound up ‘cos the car he hires done gone break 
on him. He sees dat the motor problem wasn’t nothing too 
serious, but this Yankee fella start moaning about stuff dat 
ain’t right for tourists. He said he was getting right miffed 

because he had to do so much like work to get his things sorted. He said he tried to 
organise some diving and when he gone down to the dive place at The Seaside, there 
weren’t no one there. He tried to phone the number on the blue doors and no reply. He 
said he give up on dat and he walked further down to the steps. He said when he got by 
the boom, the man said he couldn’t go no further ‘cos the cargo was still down there. He 
said he ask the man at the boom with the bright visibility jacket about fishing trips… “You 
want to speak to someone with a boat,” he says… “Try the fellas up by the blue doors at 
the dive place,” …Oh my Lord…he says he then walk up to the town and he want to go 
up this longest ladder. He asked a fella with a big moustache near The Castle where to 
go, “Excuse me Sir…where might I find the big ladder?” Now he said this fella look at him 
kinda strange and point over to the Museum. “Thanking you kindly…” With that, he tell 
me that The American said he went to the museum and it was closed too. Now he not 
too happy ‘bout all this and he sees right in front of him, The Ladder. He said he not seen 
it before because it was covered up with green netting and then he says at the bottom 
of the ladder was a sign…’CLOSED TO THE PUBLIC’ Now he’s given me a right ear bashin’ 
and says… “you know what, back in Texas, we just got do one click on line and we can 
book an entire trip including everything, a kind of package deal. Everything works, it’s 

all open, everything running sweet. I 
sure do reckon I must book my next 
vacation back home.”

I finished with fixing his rental and he 
thanked me very much. He suddenly 
spins round before getting in the car 
and says... “By the way, where can I 
meet this cowboy called Napoleon?” 
… “Oh, you could find him over at 
Longwood, but he dead, sir!”
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At Home with Bella Lasagne
‘Island of dreams’

A cheery welcome Wow it’s Thursday again another whole week gone by and I hope that 
there have been some good things happening this week for you. If it’s been a good week I 
will join you in celebration and if it hasn’t Bella is sending you a virtual hug. Finding someone 
who understands you is not easy, people have busy lives, they’re pre-occupied all the time 
and maybe you feel that your story is not worth listening to. One heart-warming fact about St 
Helena is that for the most part once somebody knows you’re in trouble and need a helping 
hand, they’ll be there for you. There are many organisations and people that keep a thoughtful 
‘eye out’ for those that need a friend. When people come to St Helena they immediately 
have a sense that things are different here, yes, there are challenges too but overall we’re 
just blessed to enjoy a balm to a weary way of life that the rest of the world has become 
accustomed to.

What’s important for St Helena’s stability is a combination of political and public voices. 
Too often political decisions are drowning out the community’s voice and then a public 
misconception is created through lack of understanding. People aren’t told enough and are 
expected to be satisfied with titbits of information. How many of us fully understand Connect 
and the Government’s decision to increase electricity tariffs at such an awkward time? How 
sure are we that every avenue has been explored and that the public purse is the absolute last 
resort? The announcement from Connect last week almost seemed to be saying ‘We’re going 
ahead with this, regardless how you feel’ St Helena has and will always be a practical island 
built on practicalities, real down-to-earth, no nonsense, hands on application to everyday life 
but now we are becoming overly administrative. Sadly there is a tendency to believe that we 
will not accomplish much with a needle and thread or a fork and spade. Like our sister island 
Tristan Da Cunha who really are ‘Doing it for themselves’ we need to get back to basics.

This week while thumbing through a magazine I found the following quote along with an 
advert for a 1997 Chrysler Concorde, it asked; will you turn the corner? Or keep heading down 
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the same road? Will you go the next mile? Or be 
content to travel in the same circles? These are 
powerful questions for all of us. If we described 
St Helena as a car what would it be? A rusty old 
cruiser having served it’s time, a shiny new model 
with no limit on speed, a trusty old Land Rover 
or a Volkswagen Beetle, timeless and classic, 
transcending all generations?

Bella would choose a Beetle because while it has 
undergone some modernisation in its’ design it 
has retained those characteristic features that 
made it a Volkswagen Beetle since it was first 
designed in the 1930’s. Our island must progress 
but not at the risk of losing what made us so 
special to begin with.

Until next week, stay safe

Bella

T’s Brokerage Services

ASYCUDA simplified; 
It’s Done 4 U !!

Great rates - Fast service 

Get in touch today
terrilouise3425@hotmail.com 

61323
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...for 8th September!

It would seem that our boomboxes are 
safer after a young man was arrested 
following an investigation by The Royal 
Saint Helena Police. The young man 
was also accused of growing an illegal 
substance, heaven forbid!! The man 
plead guilty on both charges and is 
now serving a 6-month sentence at Her 
Majesty’s Pleasure.

We are told that 80% of the work 
required to plug us in to 5G internet is 
completed. A series of tests are being 
carried out on island by Mark Andre. 
Let’s really hope that this becomes a 
reality in the not-too-distant future. 
Let’s also see it become available to all 
at an affordable price to all, to be SURE!

The fishing debacle is alive and well. 
There’s not much can be said to lessen 
the frustrations of all concerned. The 
greatest wish of all on island is to see 
a unified fishing industry. Believe it or 
not, seeing all fishermen prosper would 
be the final goal, I think it’s possible.

Now that we’ve done away with 
quarantining, the island is open to all, 
no more restrictions. Let’s all hope that 
tourism can really begin to kick in. The 
weather is gradually warming up, we 
expect weekly flights soon, let’s hope 
there’s a forward movement for flights 
from Cape Town too, maybe some from 
UK also. I would love to fly to UK direct 
to visit family.

The tender to open a new cannery in 
Rupert’s has been denied. The need for a 
canning facility is absolutely paramount. 
I think that another factory specialising 
in canning tuna is a major step to make 
the fishing industry profitable. Sadly, 
the limited quota of Tuna around Saint 
Helena means that there isn’t enough 
fish to go round!

Mantis is set to open on 15th October, 
the Hotel is advertising some good 
job opportunities, Tourist office are 
managing the process.

Lastly, but not least…COVID is rearing 
its head a little quicker this week. There 
are murmurs that a mini outbreak has 
hit the Big White Building with The Shiny 
Brass Cannons… In all fairness, the 
spread of COVID 19 is being really well 
managed by SHG. No hospitalisations at 
present, very gradual spread meaning 
no overwhelming situation for Public 
Health.
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Which Is Where?

Some of you may know, but most of you don’t. I have visited Saint Helena 
numerous times since my first in 1976 when I was only 11 years old. Since moving 
to the island permanently in 2015, I have become more & more aware of a deep 
rooted, but rarely spoken about sense of wariness, whenever there is discussion 
about Government’s rights & wrongs. On the whole, folk are very reluctant to be 
outspoken about the successes of Government, but especially wary of voicing 
who is accountable when things aren’t right! To be living in a constant state of 
caution about what you say and to whom you say it, simply isn’t normal, unless 
of course you are a woman living in Afghanistan or perhaps a liberal minded 
person living in North Korea. We all have the right to walk on even ground and 
not having to treading on eggshells.

Of late, we have had multiple issues which should be openly discussed and 
questioned. There are Saints living abroad, in the UK, the USA and others 
dotted about globally. They have their eyes open in the modern world, a modern 
way of thinking…and play an integral part of public scrutiny when it comes to 
Government decisions and the people who they know are accountable. They are 
scrutinising on social media platforms. In the modern world, there are highly 
trained professionals within media, hundreds and thousands of them, all licking 
their lips to catch the freshest bit of dirt on Government or one of Government’s 
highly paid civil servants. If you can prove it’s true, you can print it! Ridiculously 
high salaries are paid to people for the ‘responsibility of accountability!’ We all 
know the expression… “The Buck Stops Here!”

At present, there is major upset within the fishing 
community and the new investors. The 
initial ‘goal posts’ moved for the investors, 
the moment they put foot on the island. 

The ‘fall-out’ from all the Government 
indecision and half-truths within 
the investor prospectus, right 
at the beginning, has caused 
widespread hardship and anger, and 

understandably so. The media 
industry has been under scrutiny, 
let’s hear it, “how much IS being 
spent on advertising?”, that was 
the question…Mantis is due to 

open soon, how much will that be 
sucking out of a shrinking budget in 
the future, after all, that’s what The 
Mantis has done in the past? Side Path 

“The BUCK STOPS HERE!”
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Road is costing how much and what for? Can someone please tell us why any 
work started in the first place, what was the reason? Jamestown is a mess!! The 
roads are dilapidated! Electricity prices are set to soar, the list is endless! I’m 
quite sure there’s a good number of you reading this and saying to yourselves, 
“What about this and what about that?” There’s bound to be other examples I 
haven’t even mentioned. So, let’s ask the question… “WHERE DOES THE BUCK 
STOP?” 

I would start my search at the desk of whoever’s paid the most. Let’s not forget, 
the big money is paid for the ‘responsibility of accountability’. Always follow the 
money, that’s what they say. Decisions are made within governments which when 
scrutinised, it becomes quite clear, the wrong decision was taken, often resulting 
in change of Governments and leadership. Lead by example. Lies from the mouths 
of those who are paid an absurd amount of money to be accountable, result in 
embarrassing resignations and public shame.

Over the last several weeks, we have raised issues and been quite outspoken 
about it. At The Saint we have struggled without the promised advertising… 
subsidies, grants, handouts…call it what you will, but as a result, we do have a 
great amount of freedom in what we talk about.

I don’t think it would make the slightest bit of difference who sat in the 
‘hot seat’, financing a small community on a small island, without the 
generosity of the British Tax payer would be an impossible task without 
the financial aid. What should be possible, is to manage the way the money is 
spent. There’s a lot of thought and professional opinion which goes into ‘how the 
money is spent’, but as a community, you aren’t involved in the process. The local 
community have a great knowledge of what is needed and where it’s needed, 
listen to the public!

The tiny population and intimate community of Saint Helena means… if you want 
to hold someone responsible or accountable for something that you feel is wrong, 
you are quite likely to be looked down upon by the family and close friends of that 
person. Maybe your family member works for that person, maybe their job will be 
on the line, trouble or repercussions might realistically end up on your doorstep! 
We are treading on egg shells!

‘The times they are a changin’…cheers for that Bob Dylan, the people’s poet from 
the 60’s…many a true word came from his lips. Nelson Mandela risked it all. 
Many have suffered, some have even died in the quest for truth, fairness and 
accountability.

Saint Helenians can’t keep living in a semi state of dictatorial tyranny. We all 
witnessed the statue of Saddam Hussain fall, we’ve witnessed Nelson Mandela 
walk to freedom, Robert Mugabe is gone…has the time has come, ‘The Times 
They Are a Changin’’…
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Come gather around people, wherever you roam 
And admit that the waters around you have grown 

And accept it that soon you’ll be drenched to the bone 
If your time to you is worth savin’ 

Then you better start swimmin’ or you’ll sink like a stone 
For the times they are a-changin’

Come writers and critics who prophesize with your pen 
And keep your eyes wide, the chance won’t come again 
And don’t speak too soon, for the wheel’s still in spin 

And there’s no tellin’ who that it’s namin’ 
For the loser now will be later to win 

For the times they are a-changin’

Come senators, congressmen, please heed the call 
Don’t stand in the doorway, don’t block up the hall 

For he that gets hurt will be he who has stalled 
The battle outside ragin’ 

Will soon shake your windows and rattle your 
walls 

For the times they are a-changin’

Come mothers and fathers throughout the land 
And don’t criticize what you can’t understand 

Your sons and your daughters are beyond your 
command 

Your old road is rapidly aging 
Please get out of the new one if you can’t lend 

your hand 
For the times they are a-changin’

The line it is drawn, the curse it is cast 
The slow one now will later be fast 
As the present now will later be past 

The order is rapidly fadin’ 
And the first one now will later be last 

For the times they are a-changin’
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UK Liverpool: 

Last week, we covered the tragic story 
of Olivia Pratt-Korbel. Pleased to report 
that arrests have been made over 
nine-year-old’s death. One man has 
been arrested on suspicion of murder 
and attempted murder over the killing 
of nine-year-old Olivia Pratt-Korbel. 
The 34-year-old from Liverpool is 
being questioned by detectives from 
Merseyside Police. Two other men, 
aged 29 and 41, have been detained 
on suspicion of assisting an offender. 
Olivia was shot when a gunman chased 
another man into her home in Dovecot, 
Liverpool, on 22 August. The man 
arrested on suspicion of murder and 
attempted murder was detained in 
Runcorn in the early hours of Sunday 
and is being held in custody, police 
said. The 41-year-old, from Knowsley, 
Merseyside, was also arrested in 
Runcorn. Police said the 29-year-old 
man was arrested later after officers 
executed warrants at two addresses in 
the “Liverpool area”.

Pakistan: 

A third of Pakistan is underwater 
amid its worst floods in history.

Food is in short supply after water 
covered millions of acres of crops and 
wiped-out hundreds of thousands of 
livestock. Meanwhile, aid agencies have 
warned of an increase in infectious 
diseases, leaving millions vulnerable to 
illness caused by what the United Nations 
has called a “monsoon on steroids.” 
More than 1,200 people have died from 
the floods since mid-June, nearly 400 
of them children, while millions have 
been displaced, according to Pakistan’s 
National Disaster Management 
Authority (NDMA). Pakistan, which was 
already grappling with political and 
economic turmoil, has been thrown into 
the front line of the human-induced 
climate crisis. Aid agencies warn the 
country’s woes are far from over -- 
and that as the disaster continues to 
unfold children will be among the most 
vulnerable. The flooding -- the result 
of a combination of record monsoon 
rains and melting glaciers in Pakistan’s 
northern mountains -- has been 
described as the worst the country has 
ever seen. Makes me feel grateful for 
being here on saint Helena.
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UK: 

Mary Elizabeth Truss (born 26 
July 1975) is a British politician who 
is the newly-elected Leader of the 
Conservative Party and is expected 
to be appointed Prime Minister of the 
United Kingdom on 6 September 2022. 
She has served as the Secretary of 
State for Foreign, Commonwealth and 
Development Affairs since 2021 and 
Minister for Women and Equalities since 
2019. A member of the Conservative 
Party, Truss has been Member of 
Parliament (MP) for South West Norfolk 
since 2010. She has served in various 
Cabinet positions under Prime Ministers 
David Cameron, Theresa May and Boris 
Johnson.

Well, congratulations Ma’am, 
personally…the last job on earth most 
would want at this time of economic 
crisis. Liz truss aims to sort the economy 
out, especially the cost of living by 
attending to the following:

• Promises to announce a plan to help 
people and businesses with soaring 
energy costs within a week of becoming 
prime minister
• Plans an emergency budget to set out 
measures that would get the economy 
growing in order to fund public services 
and the NHS
• Says she will tackle the crisis by putting 
money back into people’s pockets, 
such as by immediately reversing the 
National Insurance rise
• Promises not to revisit the idea of 
windfall taxes on energy firms and rules 
out energy rationing this winter
• Would suspend what is known as the 
“green levy” - part of your energy bill 
that pays for social and green projects
• Promises to change taxes to make 
it easier for people to stay at home to 
care for children or elderly relatives
• Says the Bank of England needs to 
do more to tackle inflation, arguing 
“we haven’t been tough enough on the 
monetary supply” during a leadership 
debate
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Anyone else notice the similarity?
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• Sandwiches. Cut into shapes with 
pastry cutters or rolled and sliced into 
pin wheels.

• Fresh Fruit. (For the younger ones. 
sliced, wedges or segments).

• Yogurt
• Dried Fruits. (Sultanas, apple, raisins 

etc).
• Cheese (sticks, cubes or cream cheese 

as a dip).
• Vegetable Sticks (Carrots, Cucumber, 

cherry tomatoes etc.).
• Cheese Crackers.

Hello Once Again Saint Readers.

Its BACK TO SCHOOL for some of your little ones this 
week and time for those school lunch boxes. I found 
that I needed to make my snack/lunch boxes using 
inspiration, nutrition, visibly appealing and with foods 
that my children and grandchildren love. I tried to give 
them something different every day with a change in 
the sandwich fillings. This worked with the unexpected 
surprises they found and were great for the little finicky 
eaters.

I made all our packed lunches after our evening meal the night before, placing in the 
refrigerator the foods that needed to be best chilled and other foods prepared to box 
in the morning. This made it easier in the morning when my stress levels were high 
watching the clock and the children lagging around thinking they had all the time in the 
world. So here are some of my idea’s...

• Boiled Eggs or Omelette pin wheels.
• Cheese Straws.
• Dried Cereal.
• Crisps.
• Pasta Salad.
• Pretzels
• Tortilla Chips and a favourite dip
• Can Sweetcorn, Chickpeas.
• Granola Bar.
• Chicken pops.
• Sliced cooked chicken.
• Pizza Slice.
• Fish Bites.

your
Country

housewife

FLAP JACKS

Ingredients
4 oz Margarine or Butter
4 oz Sugar.
5 oz Rolled Oats.
1 level tablespoon Honey or Golden Syrup.

And a few recipes to add to your lunch box goodies.
Your Country Housewife.

Method
Heat Oven to 160 C.
Grease a 7-inch Square Baking Tin.
Melt the margarine or butter in a pan with 
the sugar and syrup.
Remove from heat and stir in Oats and mix 
well.
Turn into the baking tin and press flat.
Bake in Oven for 30 to 35 minutes until 
golden brown.
Remove from oven and leave to cool for 10 
minutes.
Mark into 12 squares and leave to finish 
cooling.
Store in an airtight container.
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MUESLI BITES

Ingredients
4 oz Margarine or Butter.
1 Rounded Tablespoon Honey or Golden 
Syrup.
4 oz Sugar.
1 oz Unsweetened Cereal. (Bran or 
Cornflakes).
2 oz Mixed Dried Fruit.
2 oz Nuts. (Optional.).
2 oz Cherries. (chopped).
4 oz Self Raising flour.

Method
Heat Oven to 160 C.
Put the Margarine or Butter, Honey and 
Sugar into a saucepan and place over low 
heat until melted.
Remove from heat and mix in cereal, dried 
fruit, nuts and self-raising flour, stir well.
Allow to cool slightly and roll into small 
balls.
Place the balls, well-spaced on greased 
baking sheets.
Bake for 15 to 20 minutes until pale golden 
brown all over.
Remove from the oven and leave to cool 
and harden slightly.
Lift off the baking sheet and leave to cool 
on a wire rack.
Store in an airtight container.

CHEDDAR PENNIES

Ingredients
2 oz Butter or Margarine.
4 oz Cheddar Cheese. (Grated).
1 + 1/2 oz Plain Flour.
Pinch of Salt.
Pinch of Chilli Powder (Optional).

Method
Put the butter in a large bowl and cream 
until soft and fluffy.
Stir in the cheese, flour, salt and chilli 
powder.
Gather together to form a dough.
Transfer to a lightly floured surface and 
shape into a cylinder about
1,1/4 inch in diameter.
Wrap in Cling film and chill for 1 to 2 hours.
Preheat the oven to 180 C.
Grease one or two baking trays.
Cut the dough into 1/4-inch-thick slices.
Place on the baking sheet leaving a space 
between each penny.
Bake for about 15 minutes until golden.
Transfer to a wire rack to cool.
Store in an air tight container.
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Email your letters and opinions to 
thesaint@helanta.co.sh

6th September, 2022
For and on behalf of: THE GREEN FISH 
COMPANY ST. HELENA ISLAND LIMITED 
(TGFC)

Hello Christian,
Another interesting read of your article 
regarding ‘Fishy Business’ on the 25th 
August, however, once again underpinning 
the position of several of the local media 
outlets, whereby, a supportive bias is shown 
towards Saint Tuna Company (STC) and 
omitting a clear and unbalanced position 
of the real issues and challenges that are 
ongoing within this vital industry sector.
Perhaps a follow-up investigative article 
or Q&A session with your friends at STC, 
raising the below points, that have been 
alleged by a former STC employee or raised 
by members of the public, might bring the 
perspective and balance that is so badly 
needed right now.
• An explanation for why police were asked 
to visit the home of one young fisherman’s 
family recently and reportedly because 
the STC directors felt threatened by a 
few expletives exchanged in a telephone 
conversation? Any father could be forgiven 
for a few bad words (and especially by a 
self-proclaimed missionary), when the 
company he is forced to rely-on to procure 
his fish so that he’s able to provide for his 
young children, have sought to impose 
unreasonable conditions on him and his 
fellow fishermen i.e. that could essentially 
put him out of business.
• Provide answers to the public as to why 
PQT (STC’s parent company) have sought 
to impose a 10% procurement commission 
charge on items that they have purchased 
for their own business?
• Has STC disposed-off assets that remain 

the property of the St. Helena taxpayer 
and replaced these with other assets that 
it is alleged, have been recorded as new 
but that are in fact, 2nd hand.
• Has the Directors new Toyota Landcruiser 
been funded by the island’s taxpayer?
• What are the reasons for the recent 
impoundment of the “best that money can 
buy” blast-freezer and ski-boat, and has 
this unfortunate incident contributed to the 
reduction in quota intake and the events of 
my first point above?
• Why is STC misrepresenting itself as a 
member of IPNLF through using information 
that was relevant to the old St. Helena 
Fisheries Corporation (SHFC) membership 
in 2015?
Looking forward in anticipation to your 
updates from STC and your next bitta yarn 
on these luuvie.
Kind regards
The Green Fish Company St. Helena Island 
Limited (Incorporated and registered in 
the UK: Co. Reg. No. 14034121)

Dear Malcolm,
I assume from the email address that this 
correspondence is from you. You raise some 
very valid points. But firstly, I would like 
to refer to the content of my article dated 
25th August which was simply an update 
of the factories refurbishment programme 
and an opinion of two men who I feel have 
worked hard to obtain the results they 
have achieved. It also outlined that the 
investors prospectus was very misleading.
Your questions I will address to the Directors 
as soon as possible, you are also at liberty 
to ask them, but we are printing the last 
section right now and I only received your 
email to print an hour ago.
To claim we are bias is unfounded. A 
meeting was planned with members of 
the fishing fraternity to discuss the flip 
side of the coin, but nobody turned up! I 
am an avid supporter of all the fisherman 
on island, my strongest wish and belief is 
that all the fishermen work together, for a 
mutually beneficial goal. I also believe that 
there is an essential need for your canning 
facility to go forward.
But hey…what do I know!!
Regards as always,
Christian.
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Our condolences to the family of Melody. The word ‘Melody’ means an arrangement 
of notes to form a satisfying sequence. It’s a warm name with good spirit. X

“Think small and you will fall behind. Think big and your deeds will grow. Think 
that you can and you will. It’s all in the state of mind.” (Melody Madison Thomas)

Before you criticize someone, walk a mile in their shoes. That way, when you do 
criticize them, you’re a mile away and you have their shoes.

What’s a frog’s favourite type of shoes? Open toad sandals.

Blunt pencils are really pointless.

A dung beetle walks into a bar and asks, ‘Is this stool taken?’

Fighting for peace is like screwing for virginity.

Did You Know?
On the 8th September 1966 Star Trek made its TV debut. Also on 8th September 

1932, famous American singer-songwriter Patsy Cline was born.
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